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Doing Well and Doing Good

Every business leader wants the company to do well. The very point of being in business is to succeed. What defines success is the arguable point. Success means profitability, growth, happy stockholders and household name recognition.

But what if success meant something more? What if a company placed people on par with profits and emphasized helping others as much as helping itself? And what if this new model for success created a ripple effect among fellow businesses, increasing the sense of community and motivating others to do the same? The following four Vistage member businesses illustrate this new model of success.

Building Connections Pays Community Dividends

Visionary builder aligns his values with his trade

When Michael Scribner was a child, he took careful note of his father’s experiences in the construction business. “I watched my dad come up through the industry back in the ’70s when construction wasn’t the most professional business and just didn’t treat its people well,” he says. “Seeing that mentality, I always said, ‘When I own my own business, I want it to be different.’” Not just different — better.

Beyond just building complex structures and stunning interiors, the president and CEO of BCCI Construction has made a conscious effort to exceed standard industry practices. Over the years, BCCI has become an industry leader in sustainable building practices, completing more than 60 LEED-certified projects and three WELL-certified projects, a building standard that takes into account the importance of air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind.

More than just treating employees well, Scribner has created a high-performing work environment, with BCCI ranked on the San Francisco Business Times list of Best Places to Work in the Bay Area. And more than just building business success, Scribner is building connections in the community.

With inspiration and ideas from his Vistage peers, he formed a community builder committee charged with finding meaningful local charities to support. Each month, the committee meets to decide how to allocate funds raised and volunteer hours. In 2017, BCCI employees completed 500 hours of community service for dozens of organizations, including San Francisco Suicide Prevention, which awarded Scribner with its Altruism Award.

Building Scribner’s design for the Tenderloin district building includes a performance area and a space of tutors to coach students in creative writing. Every corner of the space features whimsical details to inspire and engage kids.

“The rewarding part is the ability to give back to the community and see the results. You feel like you’ve actually accomplished something to help support the cause in an area that really needs it.”

Michael Scribner
Vistage member since 2008